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Abstract—In Global Software Engineering (GSE), people
are organized in teams, distanced in space, time and cul-
ture. Organizational research calls this interplay of people
an Organizational Social Structure (OSS). Previous literature
in GSE shows that its OSS is highly dynamic and unpre-
dictable. This paper presents a mapping of OSS types onto
GSE organizational factors, based on empirical evidence. We
made two observations: first, current OSS types don’t support
factors related to GSE process management and organizational
efficiency (e.g. risk management, language, etc.). Second, OSSs
in GSE have attributes which don’t map onto any GSE
factor, rather introduce a new one, awareness management
(e.g. awareness of skills to others, awareness of tasks, tasks
(re-)localization, etc.). Our conclusions are twofold. First, OSSs
for GSE should focus on increasing support to process man-
agement and organizational efficiency. Lastly, research in GSE
should include factors focusing on awareness management.

Keywords-Global Software Development, Social Computing,
Social Structures, Requirements Engineering, Human Factors,
Empirical Study

I. INTRODUCTION

Global Software Engineering (GSE) is a business decision

entailing project teams to collaborate globally on the same

project, from different timezones [8], [9]. Literature shows

how this decision increases failure risks [7]. Different factors

cause increased risks. For example, distance in space and

time makes (cross-)dependencies among project tasks very

tight; in this web of dependencies a single unmet deadline

can cause a ripple effect compromising the whole project

[19]. Also, the cultural distance among developers in dif-

ferent cultural areas (e.g. Europe vs. India) can cause fear,

mistrust or other “social” problems which hinder communi-

cation and collaboration [5].

An Organizational Social Structure (OSS) represents the

emergent web of (social) ties, practices and cognitive ap-

proaches between individuals collaborating towards a com-

mon goal [25]. An OSS’ purpose is to enable knowledge

fluidity between individuals pursuing the same organiza-

tional goal (e.g. software in case of GSE) [3]. Within GSE,

distributed teams collaborate (i.e. co-create knowledge) on

software systems development (i.e. delivery being their final

goal). By definition, this constitutes an OSS. Conway’s law

[16] underpins the importance of studying and supporting

OSSs for software engineering. This is especially true for

GSE, since global distance complicates social interactions.

In this paper we map the current state of the art in OSSs

onto current practice in GSE. The current state of the art

in OSSs is derived from a systematic literature review [23],

while the current practice in GSE is derived from empirical

research reported in [5], [18].

Figure 1 illustrates our two key observations. First, empir-

ical research in [5], [18] identifies 25 organizational factors

that an organization has to decide on, when embarking

on a GSE project. Ten of these organizational factors are

not matched by any OSS discussed in literature. These 10

unmatched factors relate to “process management” and “or-

ganizational efficiency”. Second, the OSSs that best fit GSE

have a number of attributes that address “awareness manage-

ment” (e.g. awareness of people, awareness of their skills,

of their allotted tasks, awareness of tasks (re-)localization as

needed, etc.). This factor, namely, “awareness management”,

is not mentioned in the literature discussing organizational

factors in GSE [5], [18].

Figure 1. Our Results: OSSs miss 10 GSE factors, and introduce 1 new
factor.
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The above observations led us to conclude that research

in OSSs for GSE should focus on increasing its support

to “process management” and “organizational efficiency”

factors. Conversely, research in GSE should include factors

focusing on awareness management.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section

II provides an overview of the materials we used for this

study (OSSs and GSE organizational factors) as well as the

results we obtained in mapping them. Section III provides

discussions and observations on results. Finally, section IV

concludes the paper pointing to future work.
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II. RESEARCH APPROACH

A. What we used

Two key contributions were used for the work in this

paper. The first is a systematic literature review (SLR) we

conducted into OSSs. The second is published in [5] and

[18].

Using a grounded-theory approach [12] to study the

literature we obtained 13 types of OSSs (and their defining

attributes) [23]. To focus on the types which best reflect the

GSE organizational structure, compared the 13 OSS types

with definitions of GSE from [9], [8], [19] and [7]. We

were left with 5 types: Communities of Practice, Networks
of Practice, Formal Groups, Knowledge Communities and
classic Project Teams. Figure 2 captures their mutual rela-

tions. The 5 remaining types are defined as follows:

1) Communities of Practice (CoP): quoting from [25]

“[CoPs] are groups of people informally bound to-

gether by shared expertise and passion for a joint

enterprise – engineers engaged in deep-water drilling,

for example, consultants who specialize in strategic

marketing, or frontline managers in charge of check

processing at a large commercial bank”. A CoP con-

sists of co-located groups of people who share a

concern, a set of problems, or a passion about a topic,

and who deepen their knowledge and expertise in

this area by interacting frequently and in the same

geolocation. Therefore CoPs serve as scaffolding for

organizational learning in one specific practice. For

a CoP to take place, a vital requirement must be

satisfied: co-location. All developers have to meet in

the same place, at the same time for the dynam-

ics of CoPs to take place. For example, Software

Architects’ workshops in GSE projects can be seen

as an instance of CoPs in GSE, since they entail,

co-located professionals to share a common practice

(Software Architecture) for the benefit of the project.

Instances of this type in practice are (co-located)

software architects’ meetings: these are common in

GSE to synchronize efforts and plan further progress.

2) Networks of Practice (NoP): Quoting from [11] “NoP

comprises a larger, geographically dispersed group of

participants engaged in a shared practice or common

topic of interest [...] CoPs and NoPs share the char-

acteristics of being emergent and self-organizing, and

the participants create communication linkages inside

and between organizations that provide an “invisible”

net existing beside the formal organizational hierar-

chy”. A NoP is a networked system of communi-

cation and collaboration that connects CoPs (which

are localized). In principle anyone can join it without

selection of candidates (e.g. an OpenSource forge, like

SourceForge, is an instance of NoP). NoPs have a high

geodispersion, i.e. they can span geographical and time

distances alike. This increases their visibility and the

reachability by members. An unspoken requirement

for entry is the expected IT literacy of members.

IT literacy must be high since the tools needed to

take part in NoPs are IT-based (e.g. Micro-blogs,

forums, hang-outs, etc.). NoPs are composed of CoPs

(which are co-located). They inherit from CoPs the

enforcement of shared repositories of knowledge for

their members, as well as the presence of a common

practice acting as an engagement within the network.

Differently than CoPs, NoPs can be seen as IT-enabled

global networks, since their chief aim is to allow

communication (and collaboration) on the same prac-

tice through large geographical distance. For example,

each GSE team (e.g. people, skills, documents, etc.)

can be seen as a node within a GSE NoP [22]. In

the GSE practice, Ericsson is known to use a NoP

comprising of its own project teams and open-source

communities, for the purpose of supporting its GSE

efforts1.

3) Formal Groups (FG): FGs, are exemplified in [10]

as “[groups of] teams and/or workgroups [. . . ]. Nu-

merous different definitions of diversity have been put

forth; however, they generally distinguish between two

main sets of characteristics [for FGs]: 1) diversity

of observable or visible detectable attributes such as

ethnic background, age, and gender; 2) diversity with

respect to non-observable, less visible or underlying

attributes such as knowledge disciplines and business

experiences”. FGs a set of people which is explicitly

grouped by corporations to act on (or by means of)

them (e.g. governing employees or ease their job

or practice, by grouping them in areas of interests).

Each group has a single organizational goal (governing

boards are groups of executives whose goal is to devise

and apply governance practices). In comparison to

other types, they seldom rely on networking tech-

nologies to link their members, on the contrary, they

are local in nature. Moreover, it is very common for

organizations to have these groups and extract project

teams out of them (and therefore they are composed

of project teams). Moreover, since project teams are

instances of formal groups but tailored specifically to

solve a particular problem, they inherit organizational

aspects of formal groups such as clear-cut definition

of tasks, complementary set of skills, etc. A perfect

example of an FG is the JPL (Jet Propulsion Lab)

within NASA. An example in the GSE domain can

be seen in the SCR group at Siemens, in which

Siemens researchers, work collaboratively to develop

best practices [17]. Formal groups are very similar to

the organizational units, or “sites”, which are used in

1http://www.ericsson.com/yourbusiness/developers/open source
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Figure 2. OSS types relevant in GSE domainsg yp

GSE.

4) Knowledge Communities (KC): Quoting from [6] “Vir-

tual knowledge communities are organized groups of

experts and other interested parties, who exchange

knowledge on their field of expertise or knowledge

domain in cyberspace within and across corporate and

geographical borders. Virtual knowledge communi-

ties focus on their knowledge domain and over time

expand their expertise through collaboration. They

interact around relevant issues and build a common

knowledge base”. Essentially KCs, are groups of peo-

ple with a shared passion to create, use, and share

new knowledge for tangible business purposes (e.g.

increased sales, increased product offer, clients profil-

ing, etc.). The main difference with other types is in

their specific tie to precise business goals for the orga-

nizational sponsor. Moreover, they are not limited to

use electronic communication and collaboration means

(such as NoPs) but rather they inherit from CoPs

the enforcement of co-located meetings or workshops

to devise or explore new ideas. Specific industrial

groups such as the JDA global alliance program 2,

focused on supply-chains, can be seen as a knowledge

community for GSE, since they focus on best practices

and knowledge interchange around problems specific

to (a specific domain of) GSE.

5) Project Teams (PT): Lindkvist [13] provides a general

definition of PTs with the following words: “[PTs are]

2available at: http://www.jda.com/alliances/partners-index/

temporary organizations or project groups within firms

[that] consist of people, most of whom have not met

before, who have to engage in swift socialization and

carry out a pre-specified task within set limits as to

time and costs. Moreover, they comprise a mix of indi-

viduals with highly specialized competences, making

it difficult to establish shared understandings or a com-

mon knowledge base”. PTs are made by people with

complementary skills who work together to achieve a

common purpose for which they are accountable. They

are enforced by their organization and follow specific

strategies or organizational guidelines (e.g. time-to-

market, effectiveness, low-cost, etc.). Their final goal

is delivery of a product or service which responds to

the requirements provided. Compared to the other OSS

types, they are the most formal type of group. PTs are

also defined as strict and single-minded aggregates of

people, (closely) collaborating on well-defined reifica-

tion tasks (i.e. tasks which produce a tangible artifact

which justifies their effort). Any Scrum project team,

e.g. in [26], is a project team.

Table II (in appendix) compares the OSS types. Column

one, contains OSS attribute types. Columns two to six,

contain attributes values. Each OSS type is identified by a

unique set of attributes’ value which, observed empirically

for that specific type. For instance the “geodispersion”

attribute type, has value “Network-Spanning” in NoPs, since

nodes in a NoP are distanced in both time and space (i.e.

every one has a different geolocation and their dispersion
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is network wide). The remaining types from our study in

[23] don’t comply with GSE definitions in [9], [8], [19]

or [7]. This doesn’t mean they are not emerging in GSE.

For example, Problem Solving Communities (PSCs) entail

extremely experienced professionals to focus on solving a

specific problem to achieve strategic business advantage.

PSCs are distant from GSE organizational practice, because

single GSE projects don’t pursue the strategic advantage of

organizational sponsors, but rather use the strategy advantage

of round-the-clock productivity to deliver products faster.

However, PSCs are used in GSE as support communities to

solve specific/recurring problems. Other similar examples

involve Learning Communities or Strategic Communities,

which are specific to learning and development of best-

practices. These communities are not intended to share a

practice for a purpose (as in CoPs or NoPs), rather they

are bent on pure learning, e.g. to educate beginning GSE

practitioners (e.g. an agile methods learning group could be

used to speed up the learning curve). Lastly, types such as

Social Networks and Informal Networks are still too generic

to be explicitly considered as an organizational unit in GSE.

To understand which (sum) of these types matched GSE,

we used empirical evidence from [5] and [18]. In both works,

the authors present action research results conducted within

large GSE corporations, over a period of nine years. Through

action research, 25 organizational factors were derived and

refined, based on observed organizational issues. The 25

factors are defined as key decisions that need to be taken

for management and governance in GSE. Table IV (in the

appendix) shows the 25 factors and exemplifies the decisions

to be made for each factor. On Table IV we made a dis-

tinction: the top part shows “socio-organizational factors”
which refer to structure or operational behavior of teams (i.e.

relating to people involved); the bottom part, in bold, shows

“process management and efficiency factors” which refer

to aspects of the software process or the efficiency of the

GSE organizational structure (i.e. relating to the processes

and approaches adopted).

B. Mapping OSS Types to GSE Factors

In the previous section we reported five OSS types which

were similar (by definition) to GSE. To understand which

combination of these five could effectively support GSE, we

did a systematic concept mapping of GSE organizational

factors onto OSS types. All 25 factors were mapped with

attributes’ values from the OSS types in Figure 2, and vice

versa. More in particular, the following rule was applied:

An OSS attribute “X” is mapped to a GSE organizational
factor “Y”, if and only if X’s value is a decision about

organizational factor Y

For example, the “Visibility” organizational factor was

mapped to the attribute value “Visibility = Highest” from

Knowledge Communities. Consequently, the “Knowledge

Community” type is supportive to GSE, since it supports

its “Visibility” organizational factor. This mapping ensures

that GSE organizational factors are mapped to OSS attributes

(and the type they represent) which explicitly support these

factors.

To select OSS types consistently, we used a “greedy”

rule, i.e. we selected a minimal set of OSSs by applying

the following rule:

An OSS is selected if and only if its attributes’ values, map
to a set of organizational factors which were not present in

previous OSS selections.

Figure 3. OSS mapping and Selection process.

Select OSS that map most factors 
un-mapped in any selection so far

are there any more OSSs 
containing un-mapped GSE 

factors?

Map OSS attribute 
values to GSE factors

OSS 4 GSE

yes

no

The mapping process is summarized in the UML-style

activity diagram in Figure 3.

As a result of the mapping process, 4 types were selected,

namely: Project Teams, Networks of Practice, Knowledge
Communities and Formal Groups. The resulting OSS com-

posite can be described as follows: GSE practitioners are or-
ganized in project teams. Also, they are forced to collaborate
within a network (through the internet, or VPNs, etc.). In this
network they share a practice (global software engineering)
and the resources relevant to it (e.g. software artifacts being
produced or used). Moreover, practitioners in GSE carry out
knowledge intensive activities (i.e. preparing documentation,
resolving requirement conflicts, making design decisions,
etc.) across time, space and culture distance. GSE practi-
tioners’ cooperation in knowledge-intensive activities across
time and space, makes them similar to knowledge communi-
ties. Finally, GSE practitioners are formally acknowledged
(and governed) as (de-)centralized groups (e.g. development
“sites”).

Table III (in the appendix) is a is a 19 x 25 matrix con-

taining the “OSS attributes’ value” vs. “GSE organizational

factors”. Columns in bold are factors which remain un-

matched by any attribute of any of the four selected OSS

types.

Every (I x J) cell matches the I-th attribute value (and

consequently the OSS type to which it belongs) with the
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organizational factor in the J-th column. As a result, the

OSS composite we selected, has two sets of attributes: (a)

attributes that map an OSS type to GSE organizational

factors; (b) other attributes of (mapped) OSS types.

III. DISCUSSION

Two key observations were made on our results.

10 out of 25 organizational factors are not covered by any

OSS (in bold on table IV and table III). These are “Project
Management”, “Efficient Partitioning”, “Risk Manage-
ment”, “Language Selection”, “Tools”, “Culture”, “In-
formation”, “True Cost”, “Reporting” and “Process”. It

is noticeable that all of the un-matched attributes are into the

“process management” and “organizational efficiency”
category (see section II), except “Culture” which can be

a considered cross-cutting concern. This suggests OSS liter-

ature has not (fully) explored these factors yet. This should

not come as a surprise, since OSSs focus on organizing

people rather than supporting explicitly business purposes

(i.e. intended to produce a tangible output such as software).

This notwithstanding, we look at additional ramifications of

the OSS meta-model resulting from our systematic literature

review 5. We found that no combination of OSSs can offer

support for all these factors: the “Strategic Community” type

(a specialization of Communities of Practice) offers support

to “Project Management”, “True Cost”, and “Fear”
through organizational sponsoring practices, contract value

management, as well as team partitioning guidelines (in the

form of “previous experience” policies, “personal goals”).

This suggests that the OSS type for GSE could be enriched

by integrating features of a strategic community. Finally,

the “Workgroup” type (which inherits from Networks of

Practice) provides cohesion practices that could support both

“Risk Management” and “Fear”.

Observation: Process management and organizational
efficiency in GSE could benefit from support in the GSE
OSS. Additional research should be invested in constructing
an OSS hybrid which can cover all 25 organizational factors.

Table I shows the composite OSS for GSE: column 1

contains the OSS types; column 2 contains the attributes’

values, rephrased to represent the GSE domain; column 3

provides a label for unique identification; column 4 distin-

guishes new attributes ( with a capital “yes”) from others

that were previously explored in GSE literature (i.e. are

matched by organizational factors). As expected, many of the

attributes in Table I (e.g. attributes R2a and R2e) are not new

to software engineering practice and, specifically, to GSE

(e.g. [7], [4], [9]). This confirms that software engineering

research has moved well in coping with many social and

organizational factors occurring in GSE. On the other hand

many attributes deriving from OSS characteristics, are new.

Attribute R1a states this explicitly, by calling for dynamic

indexing and retrieval of professionals (i.e. the management

5the diagram is available for reference at http://picfront.org/d/8oRX

must be aware of “who” is able to do “what”, and “where”).

Attributes R2b, R2f, R3d, R3e, suggest ways in which peo-

ple should be modeled or organized so that their skills can be

easily retrieved or switched (i.e. people should be organized

to support the awareness of their abilities). Finally, attribute

R3g, states a way in which people should be formatted in

a federated social network to allow for their cooperation.

At a first glance, from the description in table I, these

new attributes seem to fall under the “skills management”

factor. Rather, with the exception of R2i (which can be seen

as a concern cross-cutting all factors), they all address a

different concern: awareness management (e.g. awareness

of skills, awareness of the location and skills of certain

people, awareness of task allocations, awareness of possible

(re-)allocations of tasks to skills and people etc.).

Observation: This trend in the attributes indicates an
emergent GSE factor focusing on awareness management in
GSE. Using the new attributes, ad-hoc support tools could
be developed, to support this new concern (e.g. an adaptable
and dynamic social network of skills, rather than teams, to
allow for their (re-)localization as needed).

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper offers a profile of the organizational social

structure for GSE. Our data and discussions support two

key conclusions.

First, current OSSs fail to support “process management
and efficiency” factors in GSE. Additional investigation

should be invested in devising an OSS which matches all

25 organizational factors relevant in GSE. For example, the

definition of the complete OSS for GSE could be used to

devise ad-hoc support tools to bootstrap GSE projects and

monitor them.

Second, current practices in management and governance

of GSE, have focused on the process, on coordinating orga-

nizations involved, organizing teams into coherent working

units: additional effort should be invested in exploring mech-

anisms for awareness management in GSE. For example,

mechanisms to support representation and (re-)localization

of skills could be critical when certain project tasks remain

dangling (e.g. as a consequence of employee turnover). Also,

awareness should be supported at different granularity levels

(i.e. skills, people, tasks, etc.).

In the future, we plan to develop a prototype (based on

Agile Service Networks and residing in the cloud [21])

to support OSSs emerging in GSE. Future work should

also be invested in developing a context-model of the OSS

defined in table I (e.g. by refining the one presented in

[22]), so that context awareness and adaptation mechanisms

can be developed for the GSE OSS. This can be done by

investigating further in the OSS state of the art (e.g. as

provided in [23]) to identify attributes and characteristics

which are part of OSS context, and relevant to GSE.
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OSSs attribute for GSE Label new?

Knowledge
Communities

the OSSGSE type must support the application of management practices to index and dynamically
retrieve skills from the professionals enrolled in it as needed (i.e. according to business demand);

Evidence of this need is the increased usage for agile practices and supporting tools such as FogBugz

R1a YES

the OSSGSE type should have as prime goal knowledge generation and sharing; This can already be
seen in practice, by the increased adoption of big industrial players (e.g. SAP, IBM, etc.) of knowledge

management strategies3

R1b

the OSSGSE type should adopt all possible ways to increase both internal and external visibility (e.g.
local promotion, bannering, seminars, ad-hoc trainings, etc.); GSE research in practice had already

shown this, e.g. in [18]

R1c

the OSSGSE type must envision ways to maintain its visibility at the highest level (e.g. by embedding
itself with the technical space of the developers); as presented with specific tools for socio-technical

congruence, e.g. [20]

R1d

Networks of Practice

the OSSGSE type should ensure communication openness; a testimony of the effectiveness of
communication openness is the success of agile practices in GSE, as shown in [14]

R2a

the OSSGSE type should make explicit the geolocation (e.g. the location in both time and space on the
globe) of each node; as exemplified in the context model from [22]

R2b YES

the OSSGSE type should support fine-grained skills management practices actionable on each node
(e.g. it should be able to propose skill alternatives for each node); this strategy was already pointed out

in classic software engineering research

R2c

the OSSGSE type should clearly define which boundary objects (emails, blogs, RSS feeds, etc.) can be
used and how (post-reply, knowledge repository, etc.); e.g. as in agile practices, the scrum coach or

scrum master can be used as gateways to other sites, as in [14]

R2d

the OSSGSE type should provide a shared repository of knowledge to be maintained (automatically);
as already pointed out previously in global software engineering literature

R2e

the OSSGSE type should be able to use the shared knowledge repository to tighten the geodispersion
of each node from the others (e.g. by using massive geo-coding technologies to locate each and every
resource contained); as also represented in practice by the emergence of enterprise social networking

tools (e.g. Yammer)

R2f YES

the OSSGSE type should allow the application of governance practices (e.g. agreed norms, sanctions,
automated rewarding mechanisms, emotional management, social events, etc.) on each network node to

maintain its high motivation; this requirement is also evident in practice from the strong reliance on
coaches (e.g. in scrum)

R2g

the OSSGSE type should support integration with the technical space(s) decided for the project it is
supporting; again, the emergence of non-invasive enterprise social networks supports this requirement

R2h

the OSSGSE type should allow the definition of (and agreement to) organizational practices (i.e. it
should support the building of an organizational culture) based on company adopted standards and
accepted values (e.g. as an entry pre-requisite to the OSS); as suggests also the increased usage of

social capital management approaches

R2i YES

Project Teams

the OSSGSE type should support the guideline of “proficiency diversity = complementary” to support
the definition of roles and responsibilities in project teams; this is a commonly acknowledged rule in

classic software engineering research and practice

R3a

the OSSGSE type should enable and nurture cohesion practices (e.g. proposal of team building
initiatives, stand-up meetings, hang-outs, etc.) in project teams to maintain its high motivation; this is

represented by the increased effectiveness of informal management techniques in international
partnerships [24]

R3b

the OSSGSE type should integrate collaborative networking or programming facilities (e.g. CVS,
distributed black-board, etc.); again this is a basic rule of textbook GSE, as shown in [19]

R3c

the OSSGSE type should allow the definition of an in-team technological gatekeeper, i.e. a person or
entity which decides whom to forward certain technological-related issues or solutions; this also

emerges from practice as shown in the effectiveness of agile approaches in GSE [14]

R3d YES

the OSSGSE type should assume each developer (i.e. each node) is weakly tied to the rest of the
network, in case seamless switching of skills is needed; as also underlined in [18]

R3e YES

the OSSGSE type should nurture the creative problem solving abilities of project members (e.g. by
integrating mind-mapping facilities); this is also shown in the effectiveness of problem solving

communities in large industrial practice (e.g. in IBM4)

R3f

the OSSGSE type should allow the definition of a (federated) social network for local project teams; as
the approach in [22] shows, each node in a service network can be a team, which is, by definition, a

federation of skills

R3g YES

Formal Groups the OSSGSE type should integrate governance mechanisms for emotional management to mitigate fear
and its negative potentials; this fact is evident by the increased need for governance practices in GSE

as shown in [1]

R4a

the OSSGSE type should integrate trust-in-members mechanisms (e.g. members trust-estimation) and
practices (e.g. team-building); this fact is evident from the increased need of informal bonding

exercises and their proven effectiveness in GSE [15]

R4b

Table I
OSS FOR GSE ATTRIBUTES
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Factor Example
Communication Team A needs to communicate heavily with teams in location B given the dependency between their work

packages. Live and efficient mechanisms for communication must be selected.
Communication

Tools
Team A and others must agree on a tool that they all should adopt, in order to avoid miscommunication as

much as possible
Temporal Issues Team A and Team B are working on the same work page in two contiguous shifts of 8 hours. Information

continuity should be planned.
Effective

Partitioning
Team A should be entrusted with continuing the workpackage of B only if Team B can communicate

efficiently with A
Skill Management Team A has a large array of skills, Team B has a specific set of skills. Team A and Team B should not work

on the same workpackage
Knowledge
Transfer

Team A, B and C need to realize round-the-clock productivity with three consecutive, 8-hour shifts.
Information continuity must be allowed and transfer of information needs to be planned.

Defined Roles /
Responsibilities

Person “a” in team A is leader and made responsible for timely delivery. If “a” turns over, then person “a.1”
should take over.

Team Selection Task 1 will be carried out by team A, which is composed of people a+b+c; Task 2 will be outsourced to
partner X; Task 3 will be carried out by team B from project Y.

Motivation Manager 1 in site X adopts informal leadership approaches [2] to motivate Teams A and B while they work
within a large GSE project.

Technical Support Teams X and Y will be available 24/7 to provide network-wide support on workspaces, IDEs, codebase
versioning and (in case of emergency) back-ups

Coordination Team 1 will finish working on Task A at day D+11; Team 2 will wait day D+12 then make sure the release
of task A is complete and start integrating Task A and B.

Cooperation Teams 1 and 2 must pool resources on task A, since it requires their combined set of skills.
Teamness Developer X of team A often leaves daily stand-up meetings beforehand or is uncooperative towards women

in the same team, he cannot work properly in team A (50% women).
Visibility Teams A and B should render their progress visible to all the development network since their timely

delivery is critical for the good-health of the whole project.
Trust After every stand-up meeting, developer X in off-shore team A phones the headquarters to verify instructions

received; developer X doesn’t trust leadership in team A.
Fear developers X and Y are often heard talking about moving to India since their current site will be closed due

to out-sourcing; as a result, the rest of the developers at their site are developing uncooperatively towards
outsourcing attempts.

Project
Management

Deliverable A.1 is late of three days; deliverable A.2 depends on A.1 but is more critical. Deliverable
A.2 should be started from partial results of A.1 and adjusted live.

Effective
Partitioning

Teams A, B and C are in three different timezones. Only two of these timezones are contiguous in shift
(Teams A and B). Teams A and B should work on the same work package. Team C should work on a

work package as independent as possible to Team B’s.
Risk Management Technological Gateway at site A, is developer X. X is constitutes a single point of failure. Developer Y

should be instructed to follow X and take-over as needed.
Language
Selection

language at all sites should be homogenized to english. All sites should select english-certified
developers so that international collaboration is possible.

Tools technical space of each JAVA developer should be eclipse-centric; technical space of each designer and
modeler should make extensive use of UML technologies and standards based on it.

Information three types of information should be supported within the technical space of each developer at each
site: models; documents; codebase. All information should be exchanged through secured emails and

traceable.
True Cost underlying costs (over-times, holiday, latencies and idle-times, etc.) must be calculated at each site and

final figures should be summed up at every monthly meeting.
Culture Teams 1 and 2 can work hand in hand since they are part of the same nation and are not limited by

different national holidays or shift-times.
Reporting BIRT should be available at every workstation; every developer should comment every artifact

produced or retouched; all should be aware of their gateway (human or technological) towards other
sites.

Process Scrum sprints will be used to develop the project.
Table IV

25 ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS IN GSE.
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